In vitro proliferation and lifespan of bovine aorta endothelial cells: response to conditioned media.
The effect of conditioned medium on the growth rate of bovine aorta endothelial cells (CSC311) was examined. Media conditioned by several cell types (both immortal and normal) was found to increase the growth rate of CSC311 cells. The growth rate of CSC311 was increased even when the medium was conditioned by other CSC311 cells. The rate of growth of unstimulated CSC311 cells is 0.43 population doublings (p.d./day. Conditioned medium from several cell types gave a maximum stimulated growth rate of 1.3 p.d./day. In addition, we present evidence for an increase in the degree of stimulation by the growth-promoting activity found in conditioned medium with increasing in vitro age of CSC311 cells.